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        Where luxury & nature surround you
 Wake up to some of the most stunning views in the world.
 
 
 
 
      Imagine watching storms roll over the Southern Alps from your luxury room or raising a glass of fine wine to Aoraki/Mt Cook reflected in the turquoise of Lake Pūkaki.
Imagine hiking in the crisp air or riding the Alps2Ocean cycle trail, knowing that the deep relaxation of a massage is waiting for you.
Imagine being helicoptered to the mountains from your backdoor or lying in your private bathtub, gazing at one of the clearest night skies in the world.
 
It’s time to stop imagining.
 
You’ll find these incredible experiences and more at Lakestone Lodge. We hope you’ll join us soon.
Mike and Anna Bacchus (Owners)
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From $3450 - our ultimate 3 night package includes a 1hr massage each, Night Sky Experience, Ebike hire, as well as daily breakfast, lunch and dinner, arrival cocktails & chocs and a bottle of bubbles
 Find out more 
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Relax with a loved one - this 2-night package includes a 1hr massage each, a bottle of bubbles, cheese platter, full cooked breakfasts and 3-course dinners. All rooms have deep soaking baths.
 Find Out More 
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Explore the region by EBike with delicious picnics. Ride the stunning Alps2Ocean Cycle Trail or explore the hydro canals. Enjoy big wide views of the Mackenzie Basin from every turn.
 Find out more 
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Just turn up in the clothes you want to be married in and we can sort the rest. Packages can include the celebrant, witnesses, helicopter, photographer, hair, makeup, flowers, massages and all meals.
 Find Out More 

 




   What our other guests had to say
  
We stayed for two nights at Lakestone Lodge on the Cosy Couples package. The location is stunning, room very comfortable with incredible views, the food was outstanding and the massage was one of the best I've ever had. Even though our stay was only for two nights, we felt the stresses of...
Debbie - NZ


We had the most amazing experience at Lakestone Lodge. We can’t find fault with anything! We highly rate the food, service, hospitality, comfort and attention to detail! We are truly lucky to have had the chance to stay here!
Nalini G


A stay at Lakestone Lodge was our reward for the grind of 2020. The accommodation and food were superb, and the hosts were friendly, attentive and well informed. The star of the show is the location – the lodge discreetly tucked away on a ridge above the road, away from other travellers...
David G


This small lodge has excellent and very helpful staff. the rooms are good and the food is excellent. However the crowning glory for my wife and I was the magnificent view along the lake with Aoraki Mount Cook central to the view surrounded by other snow covered mountains in the Southern Alps.
Peterm2014123, Auckland Central, New Zealand


The minute the gate opened and we drove up the Lakestone driveway, we instantly felt the stresses of work disappear. We couldn’t have chosen a better place to start our holiday. Our room was breathtaking. The Lodge itself ticks all the boxes. But the thing that stands out here is the...
WelshRhiWanaka


We have stayed here a few times now, and it still exceeds expectations each time. The location of course is one of the most special places in all of NZ. The quality of the rooms and little design touches are special highlights. And then to top it all the welcoming and friendly service...
Andy R


A group of tired cyclists arrive wet and cold. We are met by a very charming host, Mike, and shown to our lovely rooms, with beautiful views over turquoise Lake Pukaki. A rabbit runs by, pursued by a cat. There is tea and coffee, cupcakes, biscotti and fruit. Cocktails in the lounge are followed...
AucklandTraveller, Christchurch, New Zealand


We throughly enjoyed our stay. What amazing views, waking up to see Mt Cook painted in soft pinks at dawn was truly special.
We had a delicious meal, equivalent to any in an upmarket restaurant.
Staff were attentive, but unobtrusive.
Furniture and layout high quality. I’d love to...
Fiona T, Auckland


 
 
 

          Get in Touch
 Have any questions? Contact us.
  stay@lakestonelodge.co.nz  +64 3 9711871 
 

  Follow Us
Check us out on Social Media
	    
	    
	    




  Connect with Us
Sign up to receive our newsletter
  Sign Up
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